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General comment such as function title, configuration, ...

Text to be added to silkscreen.

Warning text.

Notes to generate the board layout.
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Decoupling capacitors have to be as close as possible from the pins.
WARNING voltage applied to VIN <11.5V
STLK USB HS & 5V USB charger

STDC14 receiver connector

ESD protections for connectors

STLX communication LEDs

SV from USB STLX

**ST-LinkV3E SWD MCU**

*Connector must be on the border of the PCB*

**Impedance Constraint [Min = 85.00  Max = 95.00 ]**

*Matched Net Lengths [Tolerance = 2mm]*

STDC14. Specific constraints for T_SWDIO and T_SWCCLK (must have same length and must be Shielded).

The routing of the tracks must be done on continuity from ST-LINKV3E --> 47ohms resistors --> Target MCU,

to avoid stub noises and for EMC approach (47ohms resistors and ESDALC6V1W5 must be very close to STDC14).

Component C90 close to pin 1 of USB STLX connector.

Pin attributions on ESD can be swapped for layout optimisation.